
Our growing company is hiring for a staff process engineer. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for staff process engineer

Sustain packaging processes with emphasis on statistical process control
Analyze and identify process gaps, develop corrective activities, implement,
and assess success of results
Oversee, sustain, ramp-up and develop a diverse range of state-of-the-art
wafer fabrication and characterization/metrology processes for submicron
grating manufacturing
Design, build, setup, and improve custom tools based on optical table setups,
involving mechanical, optical, and control automation programming aspects
Engage with contract manufacturers regarding processing services
Evaluate, develop, establish, automate and maintain various optical
characterization systems for new product characterization and for wafer fab
manufacturing
Utilize wafer fab metrology infrastructures in order to meet all key production
matrices including the line yield, wafer cost/cycle time, commitment delivery,
lean manufacturing, engineering change orders, statistical process
control/analysis/reports, work instructions, corrective actions, high-level
production, training, manufacturing execution system (MES), process flow,
volume manufacturing, gage R&R, calibration, and other manufacturing
documentation/logistics
Analyze, prioritize and high-level debug root-cause problems of escalated fab
processing and characterization issues throughout the entire life cycle of chip
products and perform failure analysis
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Assess the current risk context of the facility and determine if any future
planned changes would affect the risk context

Qualifications for staff process engineer

Experience with product development processes and project management is
desired
Fully competent in composite panel fabrication with experience in composite
repair and mechanical assembly is highly preferred
Ability to create Engineering specifications and use of standard work is
required
Acknowledged capability demonstrating Team Leadership in technical
problem resolution to address material and process issues
Due to ITAR and Export Control requirements this position requires all
candidates to be a US Person or current Green Card Holder
3 to 5 years hands-on experience in Etch systems


